


  

 

Percentage of women at each weekend has been stable 

around 20—23% since 2002, with some higher years

However, has definitely gone down recently

Interestingly, the percentage of women racing on 1-days 

must be higher given the slight disparity between licenses 

and race percentages
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Great: Women in the ECCC!

� 18% of ECCC licenses are women (190/1038)

� General cycling average is 13%; collegiate 17%

� Pretty decent, but could be even more awesome!

� Women have been ~21% of fields for years now

� Sizable Women's B and Intro in Road 2009

� WB 15/53/40, WI 5/40/17 min/max/avg

� One or two lowpoint weekends in there

� MTB women remains pretty small but steady

� Notable focus on omnium (gravity + endurance)



  

 

Also evidenced by larger number of people racing on 1-days

It's well established that attendance trends downward, for 

both men and women, as season goes on

Caveat some marquee events (Beanpot)
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Not Good: Low Retention

� 218 women raced in ECCC 2009 Road Season

� 18% raced once; 53% raced <= 4 times/18 races

� Some of this may be intrinsic to new, beginning 

riders making up large portion of fields

� Not yet fully committed to the season, teams

� No role models: Uninspiring Women's A field sizes

� Riders turned off by ability distribution issues...

� That said, drop off & turnover not far off men

� We always lose momentum as season goes on



  

 

This general trend of decline over the season largely holds 

for every year

Beanpot used to prop up April a little bit

Any number of factors contribute to this decline

Budget utilization, geography (races start swinging 

farther north/south), injuries & equipment wear, school & 

proximity to finals/graduation, distraction by other activities 

particularly as weather improves, simple fatigue

Women's numbers seems to track reasonably in line with 

drop off in men's numbers as season goes on

But are smaller to begin with, so can ill afford it
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Participation Over Season
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This is the money shot, this should deeply concern everyone

The conference overall is getting bigger, but women's 

fields are not growing and may be getting worse

That said, shouldn't read overly much into height of 2006

With only two Intro races in the season, it's reasonable 

that attendance was concentrated and somewhat artificially 

higher than later seasons

But point remains that fields clearly aren't growing

And are definitely slowly declining in portion of races
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Real Not Good: No Growth

� At best, women's fields have stagnated

� This is a critically important problem
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only held at 2 

weekends (Beanpot 

and Easterns).



  

 

Effectively have a B+ and B- field

Similar issues in Women's A, though less critical

Something Cat 3 requirement lessened, as intended

We can't really bend upgrade criteria any farther

Many upgrade points are being taken and wasted by riders who 

stop racing or don't upgrade

Points are spread around because the field is fairly competitive; no 

one rider quickly gets points to upgrade, which prevents  someone 

else from getting them and also upgrading, and on and on

Men deal with this issue by racing over the summer

Women aren't presented with nearly as many quality racing 

opportunities outside the ECCC, so they don't race as much
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Bad: Ability Distribution

� Large portion of Women's B is ready for A

� Another portion is distinctly outmatched by that 

group, but don't belong in Intro race either

� Severely degrades their racing experience

� Discourages Intros from moving up

� Can't quickly or readily upgrade into Women's A

� Already lenient on criteria (length, field size, etc)

� “Wasting” points, spreading points around too much

� Don't race enough outside ECCC (for good reason)



  

 

Very clear to everyone that Women's A field has diminished 

significantly; at low weekends it's now extremely bad

This only makes the problem worse as riders are turned 

off from coming to our races by the small field

Particularly hits elite riders, who already frequently 

struggle with being challenged by the field in these races

Kickstart was instating Cat 3 requirement for A

Other conferences, having adopted the requirement a 

year later, are now started to see the same effects

Despite that, the requirement is a good condition because it 

protects elite riders at nationals, and improves nats quality

Less important at conference level---smaller fields, 

more familiarity with riders, etc
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Ugly: Decline of Women's A Road

� Women's A Road is shrinking rapidly

� Numbers maybe not unheard of in outside world, 

but terrible for ECCC, category almost untenable

� Large effect from Cat 3

restriction in 2008

� Significant bottleneck

upgrading Women's B

� Bad negative feedback

loop w/ both elite riders

and prospective upgrades



  

 

By all normal standards and with possible exception of 

Women's A fields, ECCC women's cycling is pretty healthy

Our standards are higher

Race experience quality could be substantially improved in 

all categories---Women A to Intro

Women A frustrated by dearth of talent, small fields

B+ frustrated by not being able to upgrade and 

challenge themselves, continue to train and develop in 

harder events, discouraged by top Women A outliers

B- frustrated by struggling to race with B+ riders

Intro riders similarly discouraged from graduating to B
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Conclusions?

� Women's side of ECCC is ok, but has problems

� We're attracting a lot of new women to racing

� But it'd be great if we got them more engaged

� Not moving women up categories fast enough

� Smoothed ability curve from introducing Cat 3 

restriction, Intro field has worn off

� Everyone is frustrated and not having as 

fantastic race experiences as they should

� Which only compounds the problems



  

 

The entire conference gains substantially from having such a 

vibrant women's contingent

Entire experience will begin to suffer without 

addressing these issues, in addition to failing at our basic 

goal of providing the best possible racing opportunities for 

all collegiate riders---men or women

Photo by... Jeff L?
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We Need to Do Something

� These are important problems, to be fixed

� We are nothing without our women

� Continue developing

Intro/beginner program

� Bringing in more riders

helps mitigate turnover

� Revised women's

categories, formats

� ECCC Women's

Cycling Committee



  

 

Will discuss addition of skills clinics in a different session

This could be huge for new women racers all across region
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Proposal: Expand Women's Intro

� Allow first time Women's 4 license holders and 

1-day riders to enter Women's Intro races

� Collegiate racers will be awarded points as usual, 

skipping other racers rather than displacing

� Local Associations will be advised that these races 

don't meet upgrade criteria, should not be counted 

for those purposes in any case, and that this is 

specifically noted in the 2010 USA Cycling rulebook

� This will also be made clear in race flyers, etc

� Intro race distances, etc. will not change

� But will add skills clinics during other categories



  

 

The more we're seen as a leader in this area:

The more people will look to us for ideas & leadership

And if we're doing the right things, the better things 

will get all around if those ideas are adopted elsewhere

The more exposure we'll get

Increased #s of racers hearing about us

Increased prestige, assistance among  LAs, clubs

This would be a really good thing to do for women's cycling
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Grow the Sport

� Will greatly expand fun, educational racing 

opportunities for this class of rider

� It behooves us to do what we can to develop 

women's cycling across the board

� We have a lot of structure and success to build on

� Helps all of our women in the long run

� It's the right thing to do

� Will further cement ECCC as regional leader in 

developing women's cycling



  

 

Not assuming this will bring in huge #s of additional women

But you never know---we can hope!

Very large fields are a definite concern

Can manage through better planning, preparation

This is a good problem to have to solve

Going to make very clear that these races are for new riders

Not for strong Cat 4s, etc

Probably won't be interested

Won't be able to use for upgrades

Race format and shortness not appealing

License requirement will keep most away
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Cat 4 Expansion Risks

� Potential for pretty large fields at a few events

� Still manageable; not clear that new #s will be large

� Not a concern at all for most of our races

� Could change collegiate

character of that field

� New women racers most

likely won't change much

� Other racers kept away

by license requirement,

race brevity, no upgrades
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Expand Women's Intro: Questions?

� Allow first time Women's 4 license holders and 

1-day riders to enter Women's Intro races

� Collegiate racers will be awarded points as usual, 

skipping other racers rather than displacing

� Local Associations will be advised that these races 

don't meet upgrade criteria, should not be counted 

for those purposes in any case, and that this is 

specifically noted in the 2010 USA Cycling rulebook

� This will also be made clear in race flyers, etc

� Intro race distances, etc. will not change

� But will add skills clinics during other categories



  

 

Proposed by Anna McLoon (Harvard)

Current rules are similar to proposal 1 but only for Men's A

Keep in mind this affects a very small group of riders, but a 

very important group of riders
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Proposal: Allow Women A in Men B

� At conference director's discretion, allow 

Women's A racers with USAC Category 1 or 2 

licenses to compete in the Men's B or A fields

� Two alternative proposals:

� 1) Must choose women's or men's races for entire 

weekend, earn & consume points as usual

� 2) Appropriate women may contest Women's A 

races for points, may enter Men's B or A for “fun”

� Skipped over in results, do not consume points

� In either case, will still race in Women's A TTTs



  

 

Part of the reason for restricting women's participation in Men's 

races in the first place was that it was seen as creating a negative 

dynamic in women's races, with riders focusing on the Men's races

Decreased the action in the women's races

Some women were either spent from Men B race, or 

saving energy for Men A race, or not entering women's races at all

Teams upset by those riders not focusing on points

Probably ultimately misguided, and an internal issue

These concerns are strongly overwhelmed by current issues

They're just not coming to the races, period...

In addition, now it's possibly favorable to a competitive, even 

Women's A race if outliers are burning energy in men's races
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Women A in Men's Races

� Currently, Women's A riders may race Men's A

� But few can really make use of that, so it's rare

� Forces outliers to stay in Women's A

� Creates negative race dynamics, frustrates other women

� Discourages riders from upgrading to Women's A field

� Less likely to come because they're not challenged

� In addition to our goal of providing a place for 

everyone, these riders contribute greatly to 

women's cycling even if not in women's fields

� Support team, coach Intro races, be role models
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Women A in Men B: Questions?

� At conference director's discretion, allow 

Women's A racers with USAC Category 1 or 2 

licenses to compete in the Men's B or A fields

� Two alternative proposals:

� 1) Must choose women's or men's races for entire 

weekend, earn & consume points as usual

� 2) Appropriate women may contest Women's A 

races for points, may enter Men's B or A for “fun”

� Skipped over in results, do not consume points

� In either case, will still race in Women's A TTTs



  

 

A lot of research, thought, and discussion has gone into this 

among the ECCC Women's Cycling Committee & friends

Maggie Sullivan, Alynn Kakuk, Bella Olesky, 

Jessica Kutz, Anna McLoon, Frances Morrison, Emma Bast, 

Caitlin Thompson, Michael Rea, Ian Sullivan, John Frey, 

Mark Abramson, Joe Kopena, and others

Supporting documentation and notes available on 

ECCC website on 2009 Fall Meeting page

http://collegiatecycling.org/eccc/wiki/index.php?

n=Events.FallMeeting2009
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Proposal: Revised Categories

� Create a new Women's C field

� Identical to current Women's B; no upgrade points

� Women's B is run combined with Women's A

� Separate placing, prime scoring, upgrade points

� Same as current Women's A in distance, etc

� But only 4 primes, with first and last double value for As

� Women's A staged in front of Women's B

� Splitting guidelines extended/revised to include changes

� Intro race unchanged

� Women self-select between Intro, C, and B



  

 

Most women will self-select to the appropriate fields

Applying standards to enter the B race would be 

difficult in practice to implement, and hard to scope such 

that it doesn't cause the same issues as Cat 3 requirement

Technically they could put themselves into the wrong 

fields, but pressure will be applied, and most will quickly go 

to the field that best suits them

In the past some teams have pushed women into the 

wrong fields in order to earn more points

This was a strong motivator for the Cat 3 A rule

That's not an issue here as such riders would be on 

the B table, and there will (presumably) be enough riders 

that earning points won't be automatic
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How Will This Look?

� Doesn't change race schedules at all

� Unless we're really successful in year or so, have to 

split fields or pull apart A and B field

� This would be a great problem to have...

� Re-distribution of current riders looks good

� Research details online on 2009 Fall Meeting page

� Pool of ~50 for A/B, ~40 probably for C, large pool 

remaining spread among C and Intro

� New riders overwhelmingly coming in at C or Intro

� Preserves Cat 3 requirement for nationals



  

 

Notably, the number of B+ women that will do well in the A field 

will only increase when that field is larger: More places to hide

A frequent complaint of riders stuck in the current B field is that 

they plateau and stop developing fitness and skills

This resolves that issue, enabling them to step into the big 

show when they're ready, and continue developing

Importantly, scored separately and still working on upgrades

One nice byproduct of this is that Women's B races will more 

usually meet upgrade criteria, making it easier for them to upgrade 

a USAC Road license as well as their collegiate category

Another side effect is that our Women's A racers will get more 

experience with bigger fields, an important consideration for 

developing riders and racers going to nats
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How Will It Go?

� Based on TTs, results after upgrading, etc., 

new B field most likely comfortable in A field

� Bigger field size also makes transition easier

� Women's C field much more accessible

� Smoother pathway between A and Intro

� Riders able to move into elite field for longer, 

harder races when ready, keep improving

� Side result: Reduces need to bend upgrade criteria

� Women's A gain more, bigger pack experience



  

 

Requiring A racers to meet Cat 3 upgrade requirements was 

an important safety step for Nationals

It's much less of an issue at the conference level

Smaller fields, much more familiarity with riders

In any event, for all intents and purposes, those elite riders 

are already gone---we can't cater to them even if we want to

There are some possibilities in this case of odd dynamics 

such as A racers dropping back to help B racers

Remote odds, most require radios (which are banned)

So?  Having real women's team tactics would be great!
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Downsides?

� Cat 3 restriction originally intended to protect 

elite riders from beginners jumping into A race

� Most of those elite riders are already gone...

� B field at worst no less safe than back of A field

� Top talent can ride away from field when necessary

� Will stage A in front to enable this, i.e., in tough crits, etc

� Appropriate pressure will be brought to bear

� Remote chance of minor, awkward A/B tactics

� But strongly dominated by chance for some 

amazing team tactics with larger field, teammates!
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Revised Categories: Questions?

� Create a new Women's C field

� Identical to current Women's B; no upgrade points

� Women's B is run combined with Women's A

� Separate placing, prime scoring, upgrade points

� Same as current Women's A in distance, etc

� But only 4 primes, with first and last double value for As

� Women's A staged in front of Women's B

� Splitting guidelines extended/revised to include changes

� Intro race unchanged

� Women self-select between Intro, C, and B



  

 

Photo by... Ben E?
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ECCC Women's Cycling Committee

� Pulling together a

group of women to

take charge on

addressing issues

and growing ECCC

women's cycling

� Maggie Sullivan (NU)

will be Coordinator

� Several women on board, can use more!

� Talk to Maggie <maggie.sully@gmail.com>!



  

 

Committee has already had huge impact on this discussion, rules proposals

An example of the awesome community present within the ECCC: Maggie 

posts a quick note that she got her upgrade, and 14 people reply right away

Will push for more (veteran) women coaching Intro races

Makes race even friendlier, more comforting for women

Some things they'd prefer to just talk about with other women...

Will help Intro riders identify people to look up to, riders they can 

reach out to and learn from, strengthen  community across categories

Revised ECCC website is in progress

Will include high profile section devoted to women

Committee will flesh out with links to summer races supporting 

quality women's racing, pointers to beginner's information, etc
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First Goals & Projects

� Represent ECCC women

� E.g., on proposed changes

� Build even stronger community

� Huge draw for women cyclists

� E.g., new “Wonder-Women of

ECCC” Facebook group

� Get more women coaching Intro

� Dedicated section on website

� E.g., guide to quality non-ECCC

races & clubs of note for women



  

 

Thoughts, concerns, questions?

Email:

Joe Kopena <jkopena@usacycling.org>

Caitlin Thompson <caitlinjthompson@gmail.com>

Ian Sullivan <ian.sullivan.1986@gmail.com>

Maggie Sullivan <maggie.sully@gmail.com>

Or bring up on conference mailing list:

http://groups.google.com/group/eccc-announce

Or bring it up at the Fall Meeting!

9am, Saturday, Nov 14, 2009; Stevens (Hoboken, NJ)

Thx!
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Discussion



  

 

Eastern Collegiate

Cycling Conference

Make it happen.
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